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4240 Architecture Receives National SCUP Design 
Excellence Award Revitalized Durrell Center Provides 
Showcase for Colorado State University

Denver, CO, May 21, 2014 - 4240 Architecture and its project team have received 
the SCUP/AIA-CAE Excellence in Architecture-Building Additions or Adaptive 
Reuse Award for Durrell Dining and Student Center at Colorado State University.

“Durrell Center is a magnificent transformation from what was recently 
perceived as timeworn to innovative,” states Rick Pott, CSU Housing & Dining 
Services, in his letter to the SCUP Award Jury. “We are exceptionally proud of 
the transformation of a dated late 1960’s building into a stellar showcase for 
Colorado State University.”

“This project designed itself. Good bones, good light and a bulletproof 
structure provided the canvas. Our work was a process of selective removal... 
eliminating the concrete moat surrounding the building’s exterior to bring the 
outdoors in, relocating the internalized egress stairs to the exterior to create 
a unified front door and welcoming first impression. The scabbed exterior 
ADA ramps were removed to allow for fully integrated, barrier free access 
and the heavily shaded ‘Darth Vader’ exterior glass was replaced with high 
transparency, high efficiency glazing,” describes Lou Bieker, Principal of 4240 
Architecture.

The design team includes 4240 Architecture Inc (Architect), Ricca Newmark 
Design (Food Service and Dining), KL&A (Structural Engineer), ME Group (MEP 
Engineer), JVA (Civil Engineer), Russell + Mills Studios (Landscape Architect), 
Ambient Energy (Sustainability Consulting and Energy Modeling), and E-Cube 
(Commissioning).

Lou Bieker will be accepting the design award on behalf of the team at the SCUP 
annual international conference July 12-16th, 2014, in Pittsburgh, PA.

About 4240 Architecture: With studios in Chicago [42° N latitude] and Denver [40° N 
latitude], 4240’s work impacts a wide range of markets, including mixed-use urban infill, 
multi-family residential, commercial, government, higher education and resort hospitality. 
Clients include Colorado State University, Hughes Development, the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security and Walt Disney Imagineering. Learn more at 4240architecture.com 
and join the conversation @4240arch.
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